
Viewpoint’s Spectrum Solution Wins
TrustRadius 2020 Top Rated
Construction Award

Viewpoint's Spectrum was named as one of
TrustRadius' 2020 Top Rated Construction Software
solutions by reviewers.

When it comes to construction software solutions, there are a lot of different options on the market,
but only a slim few are named as one of the top-rated software solutions by a trusted technology

resource. Viewpoint’s Spectrum achieved just that as our cloud-based construction
management solution was honored as one of TrustRadius’ 2020 Top Rated Construction Software.

Spectrum won the TrustRadius designation for having excellent customer satisfaction ratings

among its many end-user reviewers. The solution netted a TrustRadius trScore of 8.7 out of 10.
“Viewpoint Spectrum earned a Top Rated Construction Software award from TrustRadius based
directly on feedback from customers,” said Megan Headley, VP of Research at TrustRadius.
“Reviewers highlight the product's versatility between managing construction-specific and human
resources-related tasks ranging from job-costing to payroll and taxes.”

The score is based purely on reviews; there is no paid placement, and analyst opinions do not
influence the rankings. To qualify, a product must have 10 or more recent reviews and a trScore of
7.5 or higher, indicating above-average satisfaction for business technology. The products with the

highest trScores appear first on the list. Read more about TrustRadius’ Top Rated criteria.

https://www.viewpoint.com/products/spectrum
https://www.trustradius.com/static/about-trustradius-scoring#question1
https://www.trustradius.com/static/about-trustradius-scoring#question4


The Spectrum Advantage

A Viewpoint client using Spectrum's intuitive dashboard.

Part of the integrated ViewpointOne suite of solutions, Spectrum is a web-based ERP
software solution that thousands of contractors rely on daily for accounting, project management,
equipment and asset management, human resources, document management, service
management and much more. Spectrum provides users with real-time data and automated
workflows to boost productivity and gives contractors anytime, anywhere access to real-time data
and the tools to make immediate, actionable project decisions.

A simple-to-operate user interface makes
Spectrum easy for virtually anyone to use,
with intuitive navigation and a browser-
based tab structure. Powerful reporting
tools and advanced data analytics are built
into Spectrum that allow users to look at data relevant to them in virtually any format they wish, with
drag-and-drop features that make even the most detailed data analysis quick and easy.

And, Spectrum is backed by a vendor vested in the construction industry’s technology

advancement. For more than 40-years now, Viewpoint has been contractors’ trusted

technology partner, committed to client success and helping contractors modernize their
operations to gain efficiencies and profitability.

Here’s what just a couple of TrustRadius reviewers had to say:
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About TrustRadius

TrustRadius is the customer voice and insights platform that helps tech buyers make great
decisions, and helps technology vendors acquire and retain great customers. Each month, over

https://www.viewpoint.com/products/viewpointone
https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/viewpoint-eb-trusted-tech-partner
https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/viewpoint-eb-trusted-tech-partner
https://www.viewpoint.com/products/spectrum


half a million B2B technology buyers use over 222,000 verified reviews and ratings on

TrustRadius.com to make informed purchasing decisions. Headquartered in Austin, TX,
TrustRadius was founded by successful entrepreneurs and is backed by Next Coast Ventures,
Mayfield Fund, and LiveOak Venture Partners.

Since 2016, the TrustRadius Top Rated Awards have become the industry standard for unbiased
recognition of B2B technology products. Based entirely on customer feedback, they have never

been influenced by analyst opinion or status as a TrustRadius customer. Here is a detailed

criteria breakdown on the methodology and scoring that TrustRadius uses to determine
TopRated winners.
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Andy is Marketing Content & PR Manager at Viewpoint. He has worked in the construction software arena since
2011. Previously, he netted multiple awards as a newspaper and trade media editor.
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